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On the second level, the clues are getting nastierâ€”but the pleasure in completing these tricky

puzzles is even greater.
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I ordered both level two and level three of this book, and got level three first. Okay, I guess that was

a little optimistic on my part. Then a couple days later level two arrived and I decided I wasn't an

idiot afterall. These puzzles are a challenge, no doubt, but there are enough unique combinations to

get you going and give you a base to figure out the numbers with logic instead of peeking. It helps

knowing the unique combinations and a few other tricks, but I can do a whole puzzle in a couple of

hours if I stick with it. Level three....well, I think I'm going to either have to resort to peeking or

plugging in numbers and seeing where it goes. I like a challenge, but I want to be able to fill in the

numbers using logic, not multiple choice trial and error..

Bought this version for my wife. She said "it is very challenging". One of the hardest versions of

Kakuro sha has ever tried. She recommends this for advance players or someone that "loves a

challenge.

the construction of the book is nice, with clear printing and pages thick enough to write on both

sides without bleeding through. And the ink doesn't smear if you erase a mistake. The puzzles

themselves are big enough to let you really dive into doing the puzzle. I know it's hard to tell



someone else what's "easy" or "hard" but I find these nicely challenging without being

overwhelming. Maybe at the level of the blue belt level two or the brown belt level 1?

These puzzles are difficult, but not impossible. If you have never done Kakuro before I would

recommend Level One for starters.The paper quality is excellent and the spiral binding makes the

book easy to use.

All I can say is, if you love difficult cross sums (Kakuro), you're gonna love this book. I've been

doing cross sums for over 40 years and these really get your brain going. Over 120 puzzles. Well

worth the money.

Lot's of puzzles for the price. Because it is spiral bound I can rip out puzzles as I complete them,

which I like. Some of them require quite extensive logic, but most are no too bad.

Wow...these puzzles are nasty and it's only level two!!! I'm having a blast figuring them out. If you

want to stretch your solving skills, this book will definitely do it!

I purchased the first book in the series and enjoyed them so much I got the other three. Very good

puzzles, and the spiral-bound format is excellent - always easy to hold and doesn't wear out.
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